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Natural bristles grab onto Mary Kay® Mineral Powder Foundation for even distribution
over the face.
How to Use
Lightly dip the Mary Kay® Mineral Foundation Brush into the powder and tap against the
rim of the jar to remove any excess. Apply, starting in the center of the face and working
outward in a circular motion. Blend well.

Why You Want It
"This is a really cool brush that I love. It's so easy to apply your mineral powder
foundation. You also can use this brush on its own to buff out makeup after you've
applied it."
– Luis Casco, Mary Kay Global Makeup Artist

This brush has synthetic bristles which provide smooth application for Mary Kay® liquid or
cream foundations.
How to Use
Start at the center of your face, at the nose or forehead. Use broad, even strokes to apply out
to hairline and chin to sweep and blend the makeup. Be sure to blend upward in the forehead
area, so that by the time you get to the hairline, the foundation disappears for a more natural
look. For the rest of the face, apply in a general downward motion to help any fine hairs lie flat.

MK Brush Clinic

Michaela’s FAVORITE BRUSH EVER!!!!!
Short, dense bristles help allow you to smudge eyeliner or eye color
perfectly along lashlines to soften the look or for a beautiful smoky
effect.
How to Use
1.
2.

To blend eyeliner and create a smoky effect, blend along
lashlines with a soft, back-and-forth motion.
To add drama, sweep eye color on eyelids with upward strokes,
concentrating color near the lashlines. Blend with upward
strokes until desired effect is achieved.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Spray brush cleaner onto bristles of brush until
thoroughly dampened.
Sweep brush over a tissue to remove excess moisture and
to wipe away makeup residue.
Reshape brush hairs with a clean tissue and lay flat to dry.
Allow brush to dry completely before reusing.

Why You Want It
"You really need a brush cleaner, and this one is easy to use.
What's so awesome about it is that it dries really fast, and it
smells wonderful."
– Luis Casco, Mary Kay Global Makeup Artist

Extra Notes:

